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1. INTRODCCTION 
The purpose of this note is to provide an example-following the pattern 
given by Rosenkrantz’s paper [ 12]-of a Markoff process. The example is 
associated with the theory of Haar series and its summability. Besides, Haar- 
Fourier-Stieltjes series are introduced and their definition is interpreted if 
the unit real interval is “enlarged” with a countable set of new points. This 
enlarged interval happens to be homeomorphic to the IGartin boundary of 
the aforementioned Markoff process, providing so in another sense, a justifica- 
tion for the new setting of Haar series. 
One of the keys to the whole situation is that the Dirichlet kernels of Haar 
series are nonnegative and become the transition probability densities of our 
Markoff process. So, it is clear that one must expect many results valid for 
Cesaro-1 summability of Fourier series to be valid for partial sums of Haar 
series, and that the properties of the Markoff process constructed in [ 1 l] and 
[12] and connected with (C, r)-summability of Fourier series (r > 1) to be 
valid for the analogous process connected with partial sums of Haar series. 
Few proofs will be given since they are, in general, the same as those 
given in Doob’s paper [4], or in [l I] and [ 121, so the reader will find this paper 
more like a communication of results than anything else. 
Finally observe that no other orthonormal system essentially different from 
the Haar system could be used in this example. This is due to the fact that 
the nonnegativity of Dirichlet kernels plays a fundamental role and that there 
is no orthonormal system essentially different from the Haar system with such 
a property as has been proved by Price in [9]. 
2. HAAR SERIES 
In this section we state some results about Haar series that justify that its 
partial sums sometimes behave like (C, I)-partial sums of Fourier series and 
prove others of independent interest. 
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We represent by h,,(x), n = 0, I,..., the functions defined on [0, I], 
where h, r; 1 and if n =- 2” $ j - I, 0 <: j z.1 2k, k > 0, /l,(x) =iy, 
on (2( j - 1)/2@l, (2j - 1):‘21c+1), - OL,& on ((2j -.- 1)/2h r, 2j/2A-1), 0 other- 
wise; OL, is determined from J An2 dx = I. {A,} is the system named after Haar 
who already proved in his doctoral thesis that the continuous functions on 
[0, I] can be approximated uniformly by the partial sums of their Haar- 
Fourier series and therefore that the system is complete. 
Given f EL’(O, 1) the series x,” c, . h,(x) is called its HF-series if 
cn = en(f) = j-f& dx. 
Series like x: u,&(x) are simply called H-series and S,(x) (&(x;f)) will 
represent the partial sum 2: &h,(x) (C: c,$,). 
Haar also proved that S,(x;f) -f(x) a.e. (cf. [7]). We make the assumption 
for this section only that the Haar functions are normalized as to satisfy: 
hk(x) = (hk(x + 0) + h,(x - 0))/2. Th is normalization affects only the 
functions on the dyadic points and permits shorter statements. Call B, the 
smallest algebra of sets making measurable h, ,..., h, and I,(x) the atom of 
B, containing x. Therefore, if x is not dyadic the Dirichlet kernel: 
Dm(x, t) = Z.I h,(x) h,(t) is equal to l/i I,(x) 1 for t EI,(x), and to 0 for -- 
t E&(X), where ( I, ] stands for the Lebesgue measure of I, . The borma- 
lization of the h,,‘s yields the normalization: 
Dn(x, t) = & {D& + 0, t + 0) $ Dn(x - 0, t -i- 0) + Dn(x + 0, t - 0) 
+ Dn(x - 0, t - ON, 
for (x, t) E [0, I] X [0, 11. 
Finally, let c denote the class of bounded functions on [0, I] which are 
continuous at every point with possible exception of the dyadic rationals, 
where they may have a discontinuity of first kind. We again assume 
f(x) _f(x + 0) +f(x - 0) 
2 - 
for fEc, 
and we identify points modulo 1, so this formula has meaning for x = 0 or 1 
also. 
THEOREM 1. (i) S(x) L- X:0” wb( > x is the Haar series of a function 
f E 6; if and onb if S,(x) converges uniformly. 
(ii) S(x) is the Haar series of a bounded function $7 
i &z(x) I < M < 00, n 3 0, a.e. x E [O, I]. 
(iii) Let {Fk} be a family f o nondecreasing, uniformly bounded functions, and 
Sk(x) be the Huar series of Fk . If allk + a,, for k + 03 and n > 0, then 
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z u,&(x) is the Haar series of a function F and Fk -+ F at each point of con- 
tinuity of F. 
(iv) If f E L’ and f (x0 + 0), f(xo - 0) exist and are dzjferent, then &(x0) 
converges (and to the limit (f (x,, + 0) + f (x,, - 0))/2) ;f and only ;f x,, is 
dyadic. 
PROOF. (i), (ii), and (iii) can be proved in the mode of the corresponding 
theorems for Fourier series (see [14]). (i) implies that if f E e the jumps at the 
points (2K + 1)/2n, 0 < K < 2+l, tend to zero as n tends to a. (ii) also 
follows from martingale theory and the three of them are related to the fact 
that {&(x, t)} is a nonnegative kernel: sDn(x, t) dx = 1; &(x, t) -;= 0 when 
/ x - t 1 > e > 0 and n is large enough. A proof of (iii) can be given without 
using Helly’s theorem which turns out to be equivalent to this proposition. 
(iv) contrasts sharply with Dirichlet and Fejer theorems for Fourier series. 
Let us prove it. With the same proof as of (i) one obtains: f continuous at x0 
implies S,(x,) *f (x0). So, it is enough to consider f(x) = 1 if x < x0 , 0 if 
x > xs , and prove the theorem for this f. Assume x,, is not a dyadic point. 
Then&(x,) = (k/2h, (k + l)j2”) with some h = h(n) and 
&(x0) = 2%, - K = 2hX, - [2~X,J. 
If 
&(x0) = y + + + . . . . 
Therefore &(x0) converges only if eh is constant for h + 00, impossible since 
xa is not dyadic. Assume now that x0 is a dyadic point. Consequently, only a 
finite number of Fourier coefficients off are nonzero, so &(x0) converges. 
Because of the normalization $(x0) -+ 4. Q.E.D. 
Let .& , 0 < OL < 1, denote the class of functions j such that 
sup If(x) -f(r) I G Ma II l”l, 
X,YEI 
for a certain constant M = M( f ), on each open dyadic interval 
I= K 
( 
K+1 2” 92” 1 ’ n = 0, 1, 2 ,..., k = 0, l,..., 2” - 1. 
(f, contains any function Holder continuous of order ‘Y; conversely, if f is 
continuous and f eAG then f is Hiilder continuous of order OZ. In fact, given 
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X, y on the unit interval define n by 2+-i . . 1 s -- y s,< 2-“. The interval 
(x, y) is contained (at most) in t\vo contiguous intervals I’ =- ((k - 1)/2”, k/2”) 
and 1” =- (k/2”, (k -1 1)2”), and 
THEOREM 2. f~~~,O<or<l,ifandonlyif 
s;p I S,(s;f) -f 1 =: O(P). 
PROOF. Observe first that if 2” <;:.n < 2” l, i I;~(.x) I = 2-j’ or 2-(“+1). 
Consequently, (1/2n) < 1 I,(X) I :<l 2/n. Now, if f ECr, , 
I 6% -f) (“4 I d 
& s I,,,, 
I f(f) -f(x) I df 
To prove the converse suppose 1 f - S,,. 1 < JT/kCX, and let I be a dyadic 
interval, n be such that I E B, . Then for m, y E I we have 
If(x) -f(y) ! = if@) - &d4 - (f(r) - &(Y>) I
since S, is constant on I. Then, 
We define next the Haar-Fourier-Stieltjes (HFS) series. Let F(x) be a func- 
tion of bounded variation defined on [0, 11. Call ak = a,(dF) ; F(I) - F(0) 
if k = 0, and if k > 0, an- = [2F(ol’) - F(or) - F(ol”)]/(a” - ,)1’2 when 
{hB > 0) = [a, a’), {h, e-c 01 = (x’, a”]. Then S(x; dF) =- 1; ak(dF) * hk(x). 
If F(x) is continuous at every dyadic point, then u,(dF) = si h,(t) dF(t) in 
the Riemann-Stieltjes sense. If F is absolutely continuous: S(dF) = S(F’). 
On the other hand if x is not dyadic: S,(x; dF) = (F(a’) - F(a))/(ol’ - LX), 
where (01, cu’) = In(x) (this may be verified by induction). Notwithstanding 
that S(x; dF) depends only on the values of F(x) on dyadic points we have 
the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3. (i) A Hum series 2; u,h,(x) is a S(dF) ET there exists u 
constant it4 such that for evmy n : J ) xt u,h, I dx < M. 
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(ii) It is an S(dF) with a nondecreasing F $7 Vn , S, > 0. 
(iii) Suppose F(x) is of b oun e variation and right continuous at every d d 
nondyadic point. Then : 
and 
4 s 
B i &(x; dF) 1 dx -+ $ F 
CI ci 
b) J 
-BSn(x; dF) dx --+ F(/?) - F(a), 
(Y 
whenever (Y and /3 are dyadic points or points of continuity of F. 
(iv) Let (FJx)} be a family of uniformly bounded, nondecreasing functions. 
If a#F,> - an when k -+ 00, then there exists a nondecreasing F such that 
F,(x) - Fk(0) + F(x), k -+ a at every dyadic point and at every point of 
continuity of F. 
PROOF. (i) Assume C a,h, = S(dF), then 
j’Is,Idx=ZIF(a’)--F(a)/~~F. 
0 2 0 
To prove the converse, consider E &(t) dt = F,(x). Then F,(O) = 0 
and Vi F, < M. By Helly’s theorem a subsequence F,,lr converges everywhere 
to a certain F(x). Therefore, 
ah = ah(dF,J = 
Z&4 -F&4 - F&4 
(31” - ,)1/Z - a&W 
when n, --f co. So C,” a,h,(x) = S(x; dF). (ii) is proved in the same way as 
its analogue for Fourier series (see [14]). (iv) is also left to the reader and may 
be proved following the pattern of Caratheodory’s theorem for Fourier 
series. Let us prove (a) of (iii); (b) is proved similarly. Consider {In(x), x 
irrational E (01,/3)}. The endpoints of these intervals we shall denote by: 
%n < arn < a** < CQ: . a,,” < 01, 01~: > /3 with equality only if 01 or fi are 
dyadic and in this case we have always equality for n great enough. Then 
I ’ 1 &a(x) I dx = ‘f’ 1 F(ap) - F(&J 1 + (I i=2 
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One readily sees that the first term tends to V,“G , while the second tends to 
F(cK + 0) --F(a) -z 0 f i a! is a point of continuity not a dyadic point or to 
; F(cx r 0) --F(n) ; if 31 is a dyadic point. A similar relation holds for the last 
term. So 
$- IF(p) -F(/I-0) I = ;F. 
a 
Q.E.D. 
REMARKS. (a) Observe that the definition of a HFS series does not require 
essentially that F(x) be of bounded variation. This observation will be used 
only in Section 5. 
(b) The preceding theorem shows readily the important fact that the 
Haar-Fourier-Stieltjes series S(x; dF) determines uniquely the function F 
if we suppose it is right continuous at nondyadic points, i.e., if F is the right 
continuous extension of its restriction to the dyadic points. 
3. A MARKOFF PROCESS 
Here we define the process to which this paper is devoted but before we 
shall introduce some notations. We call I the closed unit interval andk! the 
same interval but where each interior dyadic point is split into two points. 
A model for M, let us call it M, is the complement in [0, 21 of the union of 
open intervals of length t, Q, i-, a&, ;,‘-,-, &, etc. centered at 1, i, t, a, $, 9, a, 
etc., respectively (Cantor’s construction) with the topology inherited from 
the usual metric, (Another model for JI is the dyadic group, cf. [19], Sec- 
tion 2.) So N is assumed to be endowed with the topology that makes it 
homeomorphic to M and whenever we refer to the Lebesgue measure on N 
it is understood the trivial extension to El of Lebesgue measure on I. 
By a Haar function h, on M we shall understand the continuous extension 
to ki of the restriction of the function h,, (defined in Section 2) to the non- 
dyadic points of I. Assume F is a function of bounded variation and f a step 
function constant on the open intervals of the nth dyadic partition P,, (i.e., 
with 2” intervals) and defined only on the set of nondyadic points. Callfthe 
function extended to M by continuity and P the function on El coinciding 
with our original F on the nondyadic points. and on each pair of twin points 
constant and equal to the value of F on the original point, Call $ the natural 
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homeomorphism from M onto ti (mapping 0 into 0 and 2 into 1). Then, 
by definition sf dF or sHf dF will be equal to Jig(x) dG(x) in the Riemann- 
Stieltjes sense, where g is a continuous extension to [0,2] ofj(#(x)) and G(x) 
the extension of p($( x )) constant on the closure of the components of CM 
the complement of M. The nth Dirichlet kernel on M x N will be now the 
continuous extension to this space of the restriction of the original kernel to 
the points of I x I with nondyadic coordinates. With these conventions all 
definitions of series, partial sums, Fourier coefficients carry over M and we 
can write 
S&x; dF) = 5’ c,(dF) hk(x) = “c” (sy( h, dF) h,&) 
0 0 
= 
s N Qh Y) dF(y). 
In general, we omit the domain of integration N since when F is continuous 
on the dyadic points the modified integral JHf dF coincides with the ordinary 
Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral s,f dF. To illustrate what precedes we have: 
THEOREM 1. (i) Vn , S,(x; dF) > 0 $f F is nondecreasing and bounded. 
(ii) If the partial sums of Haar series are >, 0 then it is a HFS-series. 
(iii) Given F nondecreasing and bounded, S,(x; dF) converges a.e. [Lebesgue 
measure] to the Radon-Nikodym derivative f of the measure PF induced by F 
on the Bore1 sets. 
PROOF. (i) and (ii) are statements already mentioned in the preceding 
section and their translation into statements where N replaces I is quite 
trivial. We shall not enter into details of this sort. (iii) generalizes a theorem 
due to Haar. Assume x E ((k - 1)/2i, k/2i) an d is not a dyadic point, and that 
Dm(x, *) is positive on that interval which is maximal with respect to this 
property. Then m = m(i) tends to co with i and 
s,(x; dF) = II, D&x, y) dF(y) = 2’ [F ($) - F (y)] -f (X> a.e. 
This proves the theorem. 
Now for x and y in El we define p n,n+l(~, y) = Dn(x, y). As it is easy to 
verify: for n > 0, JDJx, t) dt = 1, D, > 0 (and also 
1 Dn+&, t> D&s Y) dt = Dn(x, Y> 
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for n and k > 0). Therefore p,,, ,(s, y) may be used as the transition probab- 
ility density with respect to Lebcsguc mcasurc that a point .X at instant II 
goes (nith probability 1) into some point of the dyadic interval of length 
2-” containing .Y (WC assume that any dpdic interval mentioned contains as 
end points the nearest of the twin points of its limiting split dyadic extremes). 
Now by a well-known standard method we construct the definitive MarkoR 
process. For more details, cf. [3] or [12]. Let R = Z x M, where Z stands for 
the set of nonnegative integers. Then 
P((% 4; (n + 12, YN = Pn,?&, Y) * hc (1) 
permits one to define a stationary transition probability density for a denu- 
merable Markov process with state space R. ‘Iherefore in the product space 
-Q --= n: R,, , Rt,, = R, it is possible to define a probability measure such 
that the projections form a AIarkoff process with (1) as transition probability 
density. Models of R and Q are defined as: 
H = (j (,$ x $2) , i-?i? =. fj RQ) . 
n-1 i=l 
(2) 
The measurable u-algebra assumed on &’ is the least u-algebra such that 
its restriction to the measurable set {I/n} x M, n > 1, coincides with that 
generated by the n + 1 functions: /+,(4(x)),..., h,(#(x)). Defining the transi- 
tion probability by 
P((m, E); (m -l k --1)) 7 j /k((rn, 5); (m + k 7)) 49 (3) 
where 
p,((w & (m -c k YN 
= p((m, I); (nz + 1, *)) * **. * p((m + k - 1 I *); (m + k? Y)) 
we have for the projections x, of Q: 
P(X,+, E (j + k, A) i Xj(W)) = 5, Pk(xj(w)i (i -I- ky 7)) dT- (4) 
DEFINITION. in is superregular (regular) on A if it is bounded from below 
(bounded) on each factor (Z x El)(,) and if 
is finite on A and < (=) u on A, 
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TIIWREX 2. Assume P(X, : (0,O)) = 1. If u is (I supe77fz~uZa7 function 
on R and CT is the smallest Bore1 field with respect to vhich the func- 
tions X, ,..., Xj are measurable, then (u[X,], e , j > 0) is a supermartingale; 
j = 0 can be added if ~(0, 0) < CC (cf. [12]). 
If {S,(e)} are the partial sums of a Haar series since 
p((n, ~1; (n + 1, *I) = Qd*, -1, 
we see that u(K, x) = S,(x) d e fi nes a regular function. Therefore SR(Xk(w)) 
is a martingale. Conversely, if u(k, 5) is a regular function, it satisfies 
Then, the next theorem follows from what precedes and Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 3. (i) There exists a one-to-one correspondence between the set 
of regular functions and the partial sums of Haar series. 
(ii) There is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of nonnegative 
regular functions and the partial sums of Haar-Fourier-Stieltjes series of non- 
decreasing bounded functions. 
From the preceding remarks it follows that there is a one-to-one corre- 
spondence between the set of nonnegative regular functions and the set of 
nondecreasing bounded functions right continuous at nondyadic points. Also 
the partial sums of a Haar series form a martingale, a fact that can easily 
be proved directly (cf. [6]). Therefore, if the partial sums of a Haar series are 
nonnegative they converge a.e. ([3]) and this proves again (iii) of Theorem 1. 
If in that case dF = f d.x, f ELM, then the partial sums are the conditional 
expectations off with respect to the u-algebras generated by Haar functions 
and therefore the convergence is also in 1 ,l. As a corollary of this and (iii), 
Theorem 1, we get the existence of a HFS-series with nonnegative partial 
sums and converging to 0 a.c. 
Yaw we define the Green’s functions of the process as 
G[(k, 6); (m, q)] = Pm-le[(k, 6); (m, q)] . ~rn-lc-~,~rn-~-~ I . 
Calling 
=o otherwise, 
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THEOREM 4. 
0) GKk, 5); Cm, 41 = -kC(k 0; Cm, dl = ~,dk 0; Cm, dl 
-- MS 7) * L-k-l..,n--k-l~ -- for m, k ;> 0. 
Besides g(* ,(m, 7)) is a superregular function. 
(ii) M is isomorphic to the Martin (exit) boundary of the MarkofS process 
associated to Haar series. 
PROOF. (i) follows immediately from the definitions. For the model (2) 
of the Markoff process we are considering it is edSy to see that after adjoining 
R’ = (0, M), ,@ = i? u R’ endowed with the euclidean topology becomes 
a compact space and such that each & may be continuously extended to 9? 
in such a way that for any pair of points a, b of R’ there exists k with the 
property that for any f eI,(a), Dli([, a) # DL([, b). Therefore the 
@(k, t); *)‘s separate points of R’. Q.E.D. 
The “minimum principle” does not hold: take the Haar series with all the 
coefficients one. The partial sums define a regular function v and v( 1, X) = 0 
for 4 < x < 1. If we had defined .Q as a product of spaces Z x I instead of 
spaces R we would have obtained a Markoff process with the same Martin 
boundary Ji. Since the space N seems a more natural setting for HFS-series 
and for the Haar functions themselves ince they are continuous in M we have 
adopted N as factor space, obtaining incidentally that each regular function 
is continuous. 
4. POTENTIAL THEORY 
Essentially this note finished with the preceding section. In this paragraph 
and the following one, which is independent of this, we state some results 
and describe the elements that are a natural part of potential theory in the 
present context. The lack of a minimum principle is not a hindrance for the 
development of a fairly good potential theory, that one expects to exist since 
the process behaves as having only transient states. Besides, that principle has 
some substitutes. For example, if a nonnegative regular function v is zero 
at a set of points [(m, s,)} of R such that each interval of the mth dyadic 
partition of M contains at least one s, , then v = 0. This follows easily 
from the definition of regular function and Theorem 4 of Section 3. The 
behavior of a regular function v > 0 at its zeroes is as follows. If v(k, 5) = 0 
from $4 6) = JW!, ‘11 v(k + 1,~) d7 and the continuity of v we get 
v(k + m, s) = 0 for m > 0 and s ~l~(t);l this interval is a maximal dyadic 
l Ik( 0, 6 E N, will stand for the closure in N of the open dyadic interval in I of 
length 2-k such that f E &( 6). 
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interval. where w(s) = 0 if u(K - 1, 5) > 0. This simply means that there 
exists a Haar series (associated to V) such that on a sequence of dyadic intervals 
its partial sums are identically zero if the indices of the partial sums are 
large enough and depending on the interval. Then, certain Haar functions 
h, and all the functions h,+, with support in the support of h, do not appear 
in the series. 
Now we consider the Murtin representation: if v is a nonnegative regular 
function on R then there exists a nondccreasing bounded function F such that 
+, 8 = j &(k, 5); (~0, q)] dF(7) = 1 Dk(& ?) dF(rl). 
Conversely, if D is given by (1) then it is a regular nonnegative function, and 
the correspondence is one-to-one. F is unique if it is right continuous at 
nondyadic points, (cf. Remark (b) to Theorem 3). In particular we have that 
m*; (cf4 t>1, t fs w is a set of regular functions. Moreover, they are exactly 
all the minimal functions (by definition, regular nonnegative function u such 
that if 2: is regular and 0 < z’ < u then v = c * II, c a constant). The proof 
of these results can be adapted from those given in [12] or [I I], and will not 
be reproduced here. The papers mentioned will be the references for any 
statement in this work not followed by a proof or an alternative reference. 
Now it is possible to define an h-path process even when h = 0 on certain 
points if h + 0. The transition probability density is 
whenever (n, 6) 5 !R = {h == O}. S ince it is easily checked that the probability 
of entering (CW),,, from (m, 5) E C% is equal to 1, we see that a.e. no h-path 
leaves C’%. If instead of taking (0,O) as our departure point we begin at the 
point (n, 5) Z ‘8 with succesive transition probabilities given by 
q((n, 6); (n + 1, e)), q((n + 1, *); (n + 2, s)) ,..., we obtain a process not 
essentially different from the original one. In the first case the process has at 
most two sets where to go, each of them being an indivisible event. In the last 
case 2” sets or outcomes are, in principle, reachable. Denoting with Xnh[(m, E)] 
the h-process beginning at (m, 6) E % and with Xnh[(m, e); D] the h-process 
stopped when, if ever, an h-path leaves D, we shall call HAh[(m, f); B] the 
probability that X”,[(m, .!j); R - A] E B. Then Hah is h-regular on R - A 
and verifies: HAh * 1 = (HA t h)/h (on C%), and for u > 0 and superregular: 
If G(m, 5)* = X.o”p[(m, it)‘); -I*, and v > 0 is super-regular then we have 
also the Riesz decomposition : a=G*(a-p*u)+w, where w is the 
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greatest regular minorant of v, and there exists a measure V with support on R 
such that 
(v - w) (m, ;c) - j, I&, 5); s] dqx). 
If zitn) is the nth Poisson modificntion of 7: supperregular, i.e., 
~(~~)(k, f) -= v(k, 0, Vf and tz > n $- 1, v(‘“)(n -- k, f) = (pk * 2.) (n - k, f) 
for 0 G: k + n, then a nonvoid family @ is called a Perron,fumily (of super- 
regular functions) if v1 , v2 E @ 2 inf(v, , r,) E @ and Van’ c; @, Vn . Then we 
have: if @ is aPerron family then 5 = inf(v : v E @) is either a regular func- 
tion on H or else 5 = - 03 on a set of Lcbesgue measure ;c 2-” on (h, a) for 
an!; k. ‘rhe last part of the statement is a consequence of the lack of a mini- 
mum principle as that prevailing in the classical case or Kosenkrantz’s paper. 
(However, it still holds that if ZL: superregular verifies, for any f EN, that 
lim inf 2~.(k, 2) :;; 0 when (k, 8) -+ (c~j, t) then z & 0 on R). 
Given -4 C boundary R’, we call I,‘, thr reduite, relative to the set .4 of z’ 
superregular z-- 0, if it is the inf of the set of functions w superrcgular >: 0, 
w ;> z’ on a neighborhood G (on H u R’) of A. From no% on h will represent 
an arbitrary, but fixed, regular nonnegative function such that it admits a 
representation h(m, 5) _= Jlz[(m, 6); t] dH(t) ZL A ere H(t) is everywhere right 
continuous. This not only means thdt there is a one-to-one correspondence 
between h’s and H’s but also that the last ones determine Radon measures on 
the Bore1 sets. Then, for A closed we have 
h,(m, 6) = S, R[(m, f); tl dig(t) y.= i Kd(m, 5); 11 dW) 
since RA[(m, 6); t] = ri[(nz, 5); 11 *IA(t) (always (112, 5) EC%). If we restrict 
ourselves to points of C% =: {h f 01, then it is possible to define in the usual 
way the upper and lower PWBh solutions corresponding to a function f defined 
on R’” :z the set of cluster points of C$% --= the set obtained from M after 
taking away the dyadic intervals where the Haar series associated to h has 
partial sums identically zero from some moment on. Then we ma; define 
the h-regular measure associated to the point (m, f) (S%): 
/lA(% f) 
PY(W 4); 4 = Q#, 5) for ACR- 
(one might assume that the complement of R@ on H has measure 0 and this 
would become a theorem with an adequate definition). Besides, if A is con- 
tained in a d! adic set of length 2~‘I’, I,,, , then $L[(m, 0; .4] becomes independ- 
cnt of (m, [) whenever this point remains in the snmc dyadic interval of 
length 2 -I’~, and this value is 0 if (m, 5) ZIm . This, shows that, h-regular 
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measures associated to (m, E), (m, 5’) are coincident or mutually singular 
depending on how far away are the points 8, [’ under consideration. Those 
associated to (m, t), (m -:- k, 8’) are mutually singular if 6’ E 1,(t); if e’ E I,([) 
the support of $&[(wz + k, 5’); a] is Inn, +k(~‘) C I,,,(t) and on that support they 
are equivalent measures. 
\5’e also have &h(m, Q, forf the characteristic function of a Bore1 set A in 
R” is, by- definition, the infimum of the set of bounded h-superregular func- 
tions v such that 
and coincides with the infimum, as B varies, of the probability that an h-path 
from (m, 5) E CYI has a limit point in the open set B 3 A (relative to R’“). 
The obvious changes for ofh. Using the fact that almost all h-paths starting 
from (m, .$) E !lI converge to unique points on Rjh---a fact that is trivial in 
this particular example--we obtain that the probability that this limit be in 
14 C Rfh is JA [kit, t)lh(m, S)] dH(t), w lerc 1 h(n, 7) = s I),(?, f) &Z(t), and 
also that any continuous function f on R lh is h-resolutive, i.e., by definition 
LIfh = i&f” = Dfh is an h-regular function. Then 
DAm, 6) = j f(t) pvn~, 0; 4. 
R’h 
When h = 1 we have in particular 
Dfh(m, 0 = jf(t) Qn(t, t) dt = &(f; 0, 
so, the resolutivity of the continuous functions is strongly connected to Haar’s 
theorem that these functions are uniformly approximated, by their Haar 
partial sums. One may also say that the fine limit theorems that will follow 
later are generalizations of this theorem of Haar. The h-resolutive functions 
may be characterized as those functions which are integrable for every 
ph[(m, 5); -1. The same formula for Dfh holds and the preceding comment 
applies referred to Haar’s theorem about the almost everywhere convergence 
of the partial sums of HF-series for L1-functions. 
Since 
phb, 5); -41 = [, +$$ dH(t), 
, 
where His the function appearing in the integral representation of h, we seen 
thatf (with support on Ii’“) is h-resolutivc if and only if it is integrable with 
respect to the measure dH. Besides, the support of dH is RI’. 
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In this last part of the present section we shall be involved with fine limit 
theorems and their probability versions. l’he first result we consider says: 
if f is an h-resolutive boundary function with PWW solution U, then u(X,‘~) 
is a uniformly integrable martingale and 
l&Wnh(m, 01 =f[-Wm, 01 
with probability one. For a change we shall give a complete proof. Since 
and 
h(m, E) = j,,, Q&C, t) dH(t) = W(m9 5)) 
I I@, f) i ’ 
we obtain (cf. [5]): 
u(m, 63 = 
1 
WI@, 0) s 
f(t) dH(t) --+f (5) a.e. Wfl. (3) 
rho 
Besides, 
when a t co, uniformly in n, for each (m, 5) E R. Assuming this for a moment, 
we get from it that 11(X,h) is a uniformly integrable martingale and therefore 
u(X,~) +g(Xk) with probability one. (5) 
From (4) and (5) it follows easily that g -f a.e. [dli]. After making all the 
replacements in (4) we get 
where 
II f(t) dH(t) ( i I3 =B(n,a) r- r,+n(.) __. a\. 
H(tn+n(.)) 
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Then (6) is not greater than [l/ZZ(Z,Jf))] se if(t) 1 &Z(t). But this last 
expression tends to zero for a r co uniformly in n, since ,f ~Ll(dll) and 
B(n, a) JO a.e. [HI, uniformly in 7t for Q T co. Q.E.D. 
Another result that can be proved directly and this time very easily is that 
if h is minimal and the regular function u satisfies (4) then u is a constant (on 
C’%). We have verified several times that the behavior of the different h-regu- 
lar measures are manifested through the measures dH that appear in the 
representation of the h’s. This is clear from the preceding proof and we 
see it again in the following statement: If u is a measurable function on R 
such that along almost all h-paths starting from a point (m, 6) 6 Cm it has 
finite limits, then u has finite limits along almost all Z?,-paths starting at 
(m, f) for a.e. t E R”, [dH]. Moreover, for those t, u has finite limits along 
almost all R,-paths starting from any point (n, 5) EC‘%, and the limit of u 
depends only on t and not upon the starting point. We say thatf is the h-fine 
boundary function of u defined on R (or C’%) and measurable, if f is defined 
on R’h and for a.e. t E R’h[dH] and every (m, 6) E C’%, u has limit f (t) along 
almost all R,-paths from (m, 6). We shall suppose sometimes that f is defined 
on R’ - Rrh and then f = 0. In this particular example it follows trivially 
that f is measurable. Observe that since U(IZ, 5) is constant on In([) the con- 
vergence a.e. [dH] to f of the sequence of functions ES,(~) = u(m, 0, .$ E N, 
is equivalent to the condition that f be the h-fine boundary function of u. 
We also obtain: if w is h-superregular and > 0, then it has an h-fine boundary 
function f such that w(m, 5) > E{ f (Xh,(m, t))} = v(m, 5). e, is the PWBh 
solution of the function f since f is h-resolutive and every h-resolutive function 
is the h-fine boundary function of its PWBh solution. This implies that 
every h-regular function verifying (4) is the difference of two h-regular 
nonnegative functions. If o(m, [) = J’k[(m, 5); t] dV(t) is a regular function 
with V nondecreasing (i.e., z, 3 0) and f is the h-fine boundary function of 
o/h we have for any interval (a, b) C Z : V(b) - V(a) > cf (t) dH(t), and if 
P is right continuous then we get dVJdH > f a.e. [dH]. Moreover, in this 
case f = dVJdH. 
A Jine topology as in [ 121, Section 8, can be defined since the same zero-one 
law is available Moreover, Cartan’s theorem connecting the usual and the fine 
convergence at t is at disposal and implies that f is the h-fine boundary of II 
if and only if a.e. t[dH] f is the fine limit of II, 
Consider now the set E C R, thin at t, such that E does not contain (n, In(t)) 
from some n on. {R - E : t E R’, E thin at t of the form just defined} together 
with the euclidean interior neighborhoods define on R ([12]) a topology p 
finer than the euclidean topology and coarser than the fine topology 7. 
p is the topology that really matters when considering fine limits of a measur- 
409123/3-13 
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able function u on R (cf. (2), 5 * t , tc ion 3). In fact, for thcsc functions, 24 con- 
verges to 3~ at t E Ii’ with respect to 7 iff it converges with respect to I’. 
5. STOCHASTIC INTEGRALS ANI) TIIE ~IARTIN BOUKDARY 
We begin this section with Paul Lezy’s construction of Brownian motion 
{x(t, w’), 0 <: t :s 1). The Haar function h, equal to 
2blv2 on (k-1)2-“<t<k2-“, 
_ 2(n-l);B on k2-n<t<(k+1)24,0 
otherwise, has a stochastic integral with respect to Brownian motion equal to 
&n(4 = j: ut) w, 4 
= 2(~~-y2x(K2-~) - x((k - 1) 24) - r((k + 1) 2-“1 (w’). 
Therefore, 
gogm(w.) j: h,(s) ds __ f [+-“) - “((’ - ‘) 2-“) ; ‘@ + ‘) ‘-?I 
. [2’“+“/2 ,: h,(s) ds]. 
Assume W’ is fixed and corresponds to a continuous path. The preceding sum 
equals to rz c,[x(t, w’)] * y&(t), where & is the mth function of a monotone 
Schauder basis for CIO, l] and c,~& is the mth coefficient of the development 
of x~(w) in that basis, as it is easily verified (cf. [2]). Then for almost every w’, 
x,” c,(w’) & converges uniformly to a(*, w’). Brownian motion can be sup- 
posed to be defined on 14 repeating the variables at each pair of twin points. 
Therefore, 
t . _I s J ds 0 N &(s, Y) dx(r, w’) = St SM(S; dx(*, w’)) ds. 0 
S, is constant on the dyadic interval 
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and equal to (x(~r,+~; w’) - X(CY,; w’))/(cQ+~ - CX,). Therefore, 
s t S&f G?S =S(Uji W’) + [X(O!j...l; CO’) - X(oIj; W’)] ’ - O1 + X(t; W’) 0 aj,l - &J 
uniformly in t for 144 + XI, yielding again the preceding result. This suggests 
that instead of regular functions on H we could define regular stochastic 
functions following the pattern given in [g]. ‘l’hat is, if y(t, w’) is an adequate 
process “supported” by the boundary, define 
17((1M, s)i d) = j R[(~I, s);t] dy(t; d)= j fhh t) dy(t, 4 li M 
Therefore Y@,(W); w’) is a martingale (a.e. w’). LVhcn Y, is Brownian 
motion, it could be called “white noise.” WC shall not pursue this matter 
further, but finally observe that if (yl, 0 < t + 13 is a Poisson process, 
$, Y((M, s); w’) ds converges in measure to the w’-path, a.e. w’. 
Professor J. L. Doob kindly proposed to the authors a problem which led to the 
study of this example, and had with them enlightening conversations on the subject. 
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with the National Science Foundation, at the University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois. 
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